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ADDENDUM NUMBER 1 TO RFCSP 2122.12-002 

Network Equipment to Connect WAN Fiber Cabling 

  

To: All Interested Parties 

 

Date: January 12, 2022 

 

From: Jana Hunter, MBA, RTSBA 

 Director of Purchasing 

 

Re: Request for Competitive Sealed Proposals  
 

 

The District published RFCSP 2122.12-002 on December 10, 2021.  This addendum will address questions 

that have been asked of the District for clarification. 

 

Below are listed the questions that have been presented to the District and the responses. 

1. Specification does not explicitly confirm the physical site(s) for equipment installation. Is all 

equipment going to 1050 Williams Street?  

 

2. Can Rockwall ISD provide existing (scrubbed) configurations of the devices to be replaced? If not, 

can Rockwell ISD provide aggregate numbers for: 

a. Active ports 

b. VLAN’s/Subnets 

c. Routes 

d. ACL’s 

 

3. Has Rockwall ISD performed a technical validation of the supplied components list, and can 

Rockwall guarantee all required cables and SFP’s are accommodated for? 

 

4. Can Rockwall ISD provide any logical or physical diagrams of the existing deployment? 
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5. Are there any configuration, routing or similar desired changes to coincide with the cutover, or is 

this a “like-for-like” logical replacement? 

 

6. Will there be rack space and power available to install new equipment while the existing equipment 

is in the rack, or will existing equipment need be removed first? 

 

7. What is Rockwall ISD’s typical maintenance window to perform the replacements?  

8. Has Rockwall ISD prepared an application testing plan, beyond general connectivity and expected 

routing? If so, would Rockwall ISD or the vendor be responsible for executing the testing? If the 

vendor, can Rockwall provide detailed testing procedures and relevant access? 

 

9. Is post-migration next business day onsite support desired or expected? 

 

10. Typical documentation would include device configurations and a logical overview topology. Are 

there any specific documentation requests or formats Rockwall ISD would like to see? 

 

 

The response provided by the Rockwall ISD Technology Department: 

 

This RFCSP is for equipment only.  Rockwall ISD will assume the responsibility for all installation and 

configuration. 

 

 


